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Abstract

The Los Angeles Air Force Base Electric Vehicle Demonstration is a currently ongoing vehicle-to-grid demonstration project with the objective of minimizing the cost of operation of a fleet of approximately 30 electric vehicles (EVs) through participation in the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) frequency regulation market. To accomplish this, a hierarchical control system has been developed to optimize, plan, and control the charging, market bidding, and response to grid system operator control of the EVs. This paper presents an overview of the day-ahead optimization model component of the hierarchy. The model is a mixed integer linear program that optimizes daily EV charging and regulation capacity bids strategies in order to minimize operation costs and maximize ancillary service revenue. A deterministic approach is used due to several practical concerns of the demonstration project, including model complexity and the availability and uncertainty of input data in day-ahead decision making, and the limited size of the fleet. The model includes additional user-defined parameters to tune model behavior to better match real-world conditions and minimize the risks of uncertainty.

The paper conducts scenario analysis to explore the impact of these parameters on high level model behavior and resulting bid strategy. The parameters explored include hourly regulation prices, local load conditions leading to retail demand charges, forced symmetry constraints for regulation bids, SOC penalty values to reserve higher states-of-charge in vehicles, and expected regulation resource utilization while providing reserves. These analyses show significant sensitivity in the frequency regulation bidding strategy to the regulation utilization, as well as large differences in the regulation prices between regulation up (discharging capacity) and regulation down (charging capacity). Results also suggest enforcing symmetry in regulation appears to have significant impacts in regulation revenue when there is large relative disparities between prices in the up and down direction. Finally, imposing a small cost on low SOC values significantly impacts the fleet-wide average SOC, making the system more resilient to uncertainty in the mobility demands gathered at the time of making day ahead decisions.
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List of Symbols

- $B_i$ Energy capacity of EV $i$
- $b_{av}^i(k)$ Binary availability for EV $i$
- $b_{ch}^i(k)$ Binary variable indicating charging or discharging
- $C_e$ Total cost of energy
- $C_d$ Total demand charges (power)
- $C_{SOC}$ SOC Penalty cost total
- $c_e(k)$ Price of electricity at interval $k$
- $c_D(h), c_U(h)$ Hourly regulation prices down, up
- $c_i$ Demand charge for each demand period
- $\varepsilon_{SOC}$ SOC penalty value [$\$/%-%-hr]
- $\Delta t$ duration of interval, in $t$, in this case 5 minutes
- $\Delta t_h$ duration of bid interval $h$, in this case 1 hour
- $\Delta t_K$ duration of demand interval $K$, in this case 15 minutes
- $E_{fl}(K)$ Energy consumed by fleet in interval $K$
- $E_{base}(K)$ Energy consumed by base in interval $K$
- $E^{soc}_i(k)$ Energy stored in EV $i$ at interval $k$
- $E_{max, mo}(I_j)$ Maximum observed energy consumption in each demand period
- $f_D(h), f_U(h)$ AGC utilization factors down, up
- $\eta^h_i$ Charging efficiency for EV $i$
- $\eta^dis_i$ Discharging efficiency for EV $i$
- $h$ Hourly time interval
- $I_j$ Time interval of demand charge $j$
- $J$ Optimization objective
- $K$ Time interval for demand charges
- $K$ Time interval
- $P_i(k)$ Charging power for EV $i$ and interval $k$
- $P_{reg}^{ch}(k)$ AGC charging power for EV $i$ and interval $k$
- $P_{fl}(k)$ Net charging of full fleet
- $P_{max}$ Maximum charge rate for EV $i$
- $P_{min}$ Maximum discharge rate for EV $i$
- $R_{D}(h), R_{U}(h)$ Hourly regulation bids down, up
- $R_D(k), R_U(k)$ Regulation capacity down, up available at interval $k$
- $R_{D}^{min}, R_{U}^{min}$ Minimum allowable regulation bid down, up
- $R_{reg}$ Total regulation revenue
- $SOC_{min}$ Minimum state-of-charge of EV $i$
- $SOC_{max}$ Maximum state-of-charge of EV $i$
- $T$ Time horizon of optimization

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Electric vehicles (EVs) have been touted as a panacea for our carbon-hungry, energy importing transportation sector. Their ability to shift the energy production burden away from distributed, inefficient internal combustion engines to the electricity sector supports national priorities in energy security and public health, and opens up opportunities for de-carbonization of personal mobility [1, 2]. Further, their commercial renaissance corresponds with significant introduction of intermittent, renewable energy resources into the electricity grid. As renewable generation becomes more prominent, some electricity system decision-makers are looking to increase storage capacity [3], and EVs appear to be a promising, low-cost energy storage resource for the grid. However, the interaction of individual EVs
with electricity grid and market operators can be far too onerous from such a small resource to warrant electric vehicle participation directly. This creates a niche for an entity that aggregates a population of electric vehicles to present them to the market operator in a size that is useful for grid operations.

The EV aggregator will play a number of important roles in vehicle-to-grid (V2G) services offered into markets. They will need to understand the availability of the EVs that they represent, take positions and assume the financial risks associated with providing the services in a market, manage their resources in a way to meet any capacity and energy obligations made (e.g. ensure that there is adequate energy stored prior to a service provision period), and finally to determine which vehicles will provide the requested grid service in real-time. All of these must be accomplished while ensuring that the mobility needs of vehicle owners are met, and the cost of EV ownership is reduced. For consumers and fleet operators, the deployment of EVs also creates opportunities for operational cost reduction (e.g. from demand side management) and revenue from new and existing markets, by employing novel planning and control strategies to leverage idle EV capacity.

In the present paper, we focus on a real-world demonstration of one such aggregation at the Los Angeles Air Force Base Electric Vehicle Demonstration (LAAFB EVD). The LAAFB EVD integrates a mixed fleet of roughly 30 electric vehicles capable of bi-directional charging into the wholesale frequency regulation market run by the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) to minimize the net cost of operating the fleet [4]. The demonstration is the first of its kind to take an operational vehicle fleet, replace it with with electric vehicles, and participate as a full market resource (subject to all rules and financial obligations) in a frequency regulation market in the US. The hierarchical control system that enables many EV aggregator functions in the LAAFB EVD project is composed of a fleet scheduling tool to gather input data, day-ahead and hour-ahead charging and market participation optimization models based on LBNL’s Distributed Energy Resources - Customer Adoption Model (DERCAM) [5,6], and a real-time myopic optimal controller for charging instructions described in [7]. Of particular interest to this discussion is the formulation and design choices made in the development of the day-ahead market participation optimization model.

### 1.2 Market Opportunities and Context

The costs of owning and operating an electric vehicle can be reduced through offering vehicle-to-grid services\(^1\). Service opportunities in current markets are found either in the management of retail electricity purchases, or in wholesale electricity market participation. Retail bill management falls into two major categories: (1) taking advantage of time-varying electricity tariffs by charging/discharging to minimize retail electricity costs; and (2) managing peak electricity demand charges, set by the highest consuming 15-minute interval in a month, which can account for nearly 50% of retail electricity bills for commercial account customers. While savings on retail electricity can be a significant opportunity for vehicle-to-grid capable EVs, wholesale market revenue opportunities are more varied.

Grid services in wholesale markets include offering planning capacity, energy, and operational reserves. Planning capacity is an offer to participate in the wholesale energy market during a period of performance in the planning horizon (months to years). In contrast, wholesale energy and operational reserves are offered day-ahead or hour-ahead. Energy offers are simply for buying or selling a quantity of electricity, and the market matches buyers and sellers to determine the price and quantity of electricity each is awarded. Energy markets offer the opportunity for EV owners to charge when the cost of electricity is lowest and even arbitrage energy purchases between high and low priced periods. Operational reserves are used to maintain balance between supply and demand in the event of unexpected changes in either. Operational reserve based ancillary services, such as synchronous reserve and frequency regulation reserve, are of particular interest to EVs with bi-directional capability, as

---

\(^1\)Vehicle-to-grid services potentially introduce additional costs. Key among these is battery degradation costs. A full accounting of all additional costs in not considered in this analysis.
they typically require low energy commitments with reasonable payment for being held in reserve [8].

In the LAAFB EVD, the EV fleet aggregation is allowed to participate in the wholesale market for ancillary services, but all energy consumed by the vehicles is settled at a Southern California Edison retail rate, per guidance by the California Public Utilities Commission. The LAAFB EVD targeted provision of the most valuable ancillary service in CAISO: frequency regulation reserve [8]. Frequency regulation is a centrally controlled service that continuously attempts to balance supply and demand between the five minute ISO economic dispatch to minimize both deviations in system frequency from nominal and unscheduled electricity interchanges with neighboring balancing authorities. The control system, known as Automatic Generation Control (AGC), sends real power setpoint commands from the system operator to resources providing the reserve every 2-10 seconds. The commands will be within the market-awarded reserve capacity range, in units of megawatts held in reserve for one hour or MW-h. In most markets in the US, reserve capacity offers are symmetrical, meaning that the resource that offers any amount of capacity is offering to either decrease or increase their output up to the offer amount around their energy market award. In CAISO, AGC offers are separate for up (generation) and down (load) capacity and setpoints are delivered on a 4 second interval.

1.3 Relevant Literature

To capture value in the electricity market, an EV aggregator must decide the size of their service offer within the constraints of market timelines. In many ancillary service markets in the United States, this offer must be bid at least one day before providing the service [8]. The challenge is determining an economically optimal schedule of charging and grid service offers in the face of significant day-ahead uncertainty. Uncertain quantities include the energy demands on the battery (both from providing grid services and for mobility), the time in which a vehicle is plugged in to its EV supply equipment (EVSE), and the prices that will be received for providing services. To manage these uncertain decisions, the aggregator can leverage optimization techniques that either explicitly include the stochasticity [9–12] of the resource or attempt to robustly manage the representations of the risk in a deterministic optimization framework [13, 14]. The latter was selected for the LAAFB EVD to limit complexity in an ambitious demonstration project.

The opportunity for electric vehicles to participate in providing grid services has been well examined from a technical potential, optimization and control perspective. Kempton and Tomić performed seminal work describing the opportunity for vehicle grid interactions [15] and much work, such as that performed by Galus et. al, attempts to further refine the role that electric vehicles will have in grid operations [2].

Many attempts to develop optimal grid participation strategies for electric vehicles have been proposed in the literature. In some, unidirectional modulated charging grid interactions are considered in an optimal control framework [16], while others have used electric vehicles as a proxy for a more general distributed resource in a model predictive control type approach to providing grid services [17], and still others approach the problem with generalized bi-directional or unidirectional grid services that EVs can provide [18–20]. All of these employ some simplification to the modeling of either the electric vehicles (such as uni-directional power flow) or the grid services offered (generalizing grid services without a market context), however some do explicitly consider the service of interest in the present paper, frequency regulation [9, 11, 14, 21]. Some models explicitly consider the point of view of the charging services aggregator [11, 13, 18, 21] or market participation, constraints and bidding timelines [13, 22, 23], however these models focus on available price data, often from the PJM market, and are never interested in participation rules of any specific market context, which can vary considerably [8].

Most work in optimization of V2G services has been deterministic, relying on average input values from large aggregations of thousands of vehicles to provide services [21] or perfect
forecasts [13] to determine optimal charging and reserve offers. More recent work has focused on methods to directly handle the uncertain input parameters for vehicle-to-grid optimization through the use of stochastic dynamic programming [9], fuzzy optimization [11], robust [14] and stochastic optimization [10, 12]. However, most of these approaches require significant historical data to create models of the uncertainty in their inputs. This requirement may be unreasonable for small aggregations with limited historical data.

1.4 Focus of this Study

The present paper describes the day ahead optimization model being applied to the LAAFB EVD and examines the optimization’s sensitivity to parameters designed to manage some of the uncertainty inherent in the input data. A deterministic approach to optimization of vehicle charging and frequency regulation provision is taken due to the lack of historical data for the frequency regulation signal and electric vehicle usage, as well as to reduce complexity and required run-time in a live demonstration. Parameters that penalize low battery states of charge (SOC) and estimate energy content of the frequency regulation signal to handle these optimization uncertainties. Scenario analysis for frequency regulation prices, non-EV site electricity load, and EV travel requirements are evaluated to see the sensitivity to inputs. Finally, the imposition of symmetric frequency reserve provision is examined for comparison to other market contexts. Results help evaluate the impact of these parameters and inputs on expected economic benefits from V2G activities in the context of the real-world demonstration in the LAAFB EVD project. The paper offers an approach to optimization of small aggregations of electric vehicles fleets, as will likely be seen in near to mid-term applications, and suggests parameters that can help account for uncertain inputs into an aggregator’s optimal scheduling algorithm for V2G offers.

The remaining sections of the paper are structured as follows: Section 2 describes in detail the optimization formulation developed for the LAAFB EVD. Section 3 introduces the design of scenarios that were analyzed. Section 4 presents results and discussion of the scenario results. Lastly, section 5 concludes the paper, highlighting important findings and suggesting opportunities for future work.

2 Day Ahead Optimization Formulation

The optimization formulation minimizes the cost of operation for an EV fleet, subject to constraints that account for the dynamics of energy storage in the vehicles, physical infrastructure constraints, and market participation constraints. The decision variables are the charge/discharge power of each vehicle for each interval in the optimization horizon, the regulation up and down capacity that the fleet may provide for each hour, as well as how the expected impact of regulation is distributed among connected EVs. This leaves the optimization of the form:

\[
\min \left( \begin{array}{c}
(P_i(k), P_{reg}^i(k) | k \in \mathbb{R}^n, R_D(h), R_U(h) \in \mathbb{R}^+ \forall k, h \in T)
\end{array} \right)
\]

Objective Function

Subject to:

EV Physical Constraints
Market Constraints
Energy Storage Dynamics

In this application of the model, the horizon of the optimization is 48 hours. Within this horizon, only the first 24 hours are used to generate an actionable bidding plan. The second 24 hours are used only to ensure that the terminal conditions of variables in the actionable horizon (e.g. vehicle states-of-charge) are positioned to satisfy future requirements. The timestep resolution (\(\Delta t\)) is 5 minutes, and the regulation bid interval (\(\Delta t_h\)) is 1 hour. Parameters and decision variables indexed by \(k\) are defined on a granularity of \(\Delta t\),
whereas those indexed by \( h \) are defined by the lower granularity \( \Delta t_h \). The timescales of EV scheduling vis-à-vis ancillary service markets requires this multi-scale time indexing.

### 2.1 Objective

The objective of the optimization is to minimize the total cost of charging an electric vehicle fleet while maximizing revenue obtained from participation in the wholesale electricity frequency regulation market, as shown in equation 1a. Energy is procured under a retail tariff that includes both a cost for energy, \( C_e \), and a demand charge, \( C_d \), defined in Equations 1b and 1c, respectively. For frequency regulation, revenue from capacity payments, \( R_{reg} \), is included for expected frequency regulation awards in the wholesale market\(^2\).

This results in an objective function of the form:

\[
J = C_e + C_d + C_{SOC} - R_{reg}
\]

where:

\[
C_e = \sum_{k=0}^{T} P_{flt}(k) \cdot c_e(k) \cdot \Delta t
\]

\[
C_d = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \max \left\{ \left\{ E_{flt}(K) + E_{base}(K) \right\}; \text{ for all } K \in I_j, E_{\max,mo}(I_j) \right\} \cdot c_I / \Delta t_K
\]

\[
C_{SOC} = \sum_{i=1}^{T} \sum_{k=0}^{n} c_{SOC} \cdot \Delta t \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{E_i(k)}{B_i} \right)
\]

\[
R_{reg} = \sum_{h} \left( R_D(h) \cdot c_D(h) + R_U(h) \cdot c_U(h) \right)
\]

\[
E_{flt}(K) = \sum_{k} P_{flt}(k) \cdot \Delta t; \text{ for all } k \in K
\]

In this formulation, \( P_{flt}(k) \) is the power consumed by the fleet of electric vehicles for interval \( k \), \( p_e(k) \) is the price of energy in that interval, \( \Delta t \) is the time step between intervals, \( E_{flt}(K) \) is the total energy consumed in the time intervals contained in set \( K \) as shown in Equation 1f. For example, the each interval \( k \) may be 5 minutes long, but demand charges are calculated as energy consumption over fifteen minutes, so each set \( K \) will contain three intervals of the optimization. \( E_{base}(K) \) is the forecast base demand for all uncontrolled, non-EV loads. \( I_i \) are the \( m \) separate demand charge intervals in the retail tariff, these typically span hours. \( E_{\max,mo} \) is the previously set, or forecast, monthly maximum demand. \( R_{reg} \) is the sum over all hours of regulation capacity bids \((R_U(h), R_D(h))\) multiplied by the hourly prices \((c_U(h), c_D(h))\) for up and down, respectively (Equation 1e).

The objective also includes a SOC penalty cost \( C_{SOC} \), which incentivizes the model to charge vehicles above the minimum SOC required for trips (Equation 1d). The total SOC penalty cost is the sum over all intervals and EVs of the empty usable energy capacity of each EV multiplied by a user defined SOC penalty value \( c_{SOC} \). Additional details on the application of the SOC penalty are provided in Section 3.3.

### 2.2 Electric Vehicle Constraints and Dynamics

Electric Vehicles are constrained both in their energy storage capacity and their power capacity:

\[
b_{i}^{av}(k) P_{i}^{min}(k) \leq P_i(k) + P_{i}^{reg}(k) \leq b_{i}^{av}(k) P_{i}^{max}(k)
\]

\(^2\)Although the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission stipulates a "performance" or "mileage" payment from frequency regulation participation [24], it is not included in this analysis. The authors believe this is acceptable based on the its historical prices in the California market, but acknowledge the importance of including it for fleets participating in other markets throughout the United States.
\[ B_i \times SOC_{i}^{\text{min}} \leq E_i(k) \leq B_i \times SOC_{i}^{\text{max}} \]  

(3)

In equation 2, \( P_i(k) \) is the power delivered to/from EV \( i \), is constrained. \( P_i(k) \) is defined as the power on the meter side of the EV inverter, and is positive when the EV is charging. \( b^{ch}_i(k) \) is a binary input parameter indicating whether EV \( i \) is connected to its EVSE, \( P_{i}^{\text{min}} \) and \( P_{i}^{\text{max}} \) are the minimum and maximum power capacity of the \( i \)th EVSE/EV pair as measured at the electricity grid interconnection. Equation 3 constrains the energy stored in EV \( i \) during interval \( k \), \( E_i(k) \). \( B_i \) is the rated battery capacity of EV \( i \), and \( SOC_{i}^{\text{min}} \) and \( SOC_{i}^{\text{max}} \) are the minimum and maximum allowable energy state of charges for the battery during operation.

The previous equations constrained the absolute ranges in which the state variables of each EV can operate, but we need to add the dynamics of those state variables to our constraints, particularly for energy storage:

\[ E_i(k) = E_i(k-1) + \left( b^{ch}_i(k) \times \eta^{ch}_i P_i(k) + (1 - b^{ch}_i(k)) \frac{1}{\eta^{dis}_i} P_i(k) + P_{i}^{tr}(k) - P_{i}^{reg} \right) \Delta t \]  

(4)

where:

\[ b^{ch}_i(k) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } P_i \geq 0 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

Equation 4 is a compact form of a set of linear equations that introduces a binary variable, \( b^{ch}_i(k) \), that is dependent on the charging/discharging decision variable for each vehicle. This effectively allows the system to differentiate between charging and discharging efficiency, while also ensuring that individual EVs cannot charge and discharge within the same timestep \( k \). Charging and discharging efficiencies are modeled as fixed input parameters: \( \eta^{ch}_i \) and \( \eta^{dis}_i \).

Equation 4 also introduces two new power terms: \( P_{i}^{tr}(k) \) is an input parameter that represents the average power consumed during interval \( k \) of a vehicle that is on a trip, and \( P_{i}^{reg} \) is the expectation of average power provided during an interval in which the vehicle provides frequency regulation. Because \( P_{i}^{reg} \) is defined as power provided from the fleet, it given a negative sign in Equation 4 to indicate discharging. This value will be further defined when we describe the requirements of frequency regulation. The inclusion of \( P_{i}^{tr}(k) \) in this constraint ensures that the EVs are always charged in a manner that satisfies their mobility energy requirements.

**2.3 California Regulation Market Constraints**

In order to ensure that the capacity available from the fleet for frequency regulation is properly bounded it must be constrained by the vehicles that are expected to be connected during any hour, \( h \).

\[ P_{fit}(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_i(k) \]  

(5)

\[ R^{h}_U \leq R_U(k), \forall k \in h \]  

(6)

\[ R^{h}_D \leq R_D(k), \forall k \in h \]  

(7)

\[ R_U(k) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} (P_{i}^{\text{min}} \times b^{av}_i(k)) + P_{fit}(k) \]  

(8)

\[ R_D(k) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} (P_{i}^{\text{max}} \times b^{av}_i(k)) - P_{fit}(k) \]  

(9)

Equations 6 and 7 ensures that the up/down regulation capacity (\( R^{h}_U \) or \( R^{h}_D \)) offered for hour \( h \), is the minimum available regulation capacity (\( R_U(k) \) or \( R_D(k) \)) for all intervals in
the hour. Further, equations 8 and 9 limits capacity to the sum of power capacity \(P_{i}^{min}, P_{i}^{max}\) of vehicles that are connected in an interval, as indicated by availability parameter \(b_{i}^{av}(k)\). These constraints are appropriate for any market context, however, there are also constraints that are specific to the CAISO context:

\[
R_{D}(k) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( (SOC_{i}^{max} \times B_{i} - E_{i}(k)) \times b_{i}^{av} \right) / \Delta t_{h} - P_{flt}(k) \quad (10)
\]
\[
R_{U}(k) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( (E_{i}(k) - SOC_{i}^{min} \times B_{i}) \times b_{i}^{av} \right) / \Delta t_{h} + P_{flt}(k) \quad (11)
\]
\[
R_{U}^{h} \geq R_{U}^{min} \text{ or } R_{D}^{h} = 0 \quad (12)
\]
\[
R_{D}^{h} \geq R_{D}^{min} \text{ or } R_{D}^{h} = 0 \quad (13)
\]

In the California wholesale market, a resource must maintain enough energy capacity to provide the intended frequency regulation at full dispatch for the entire hour of an award. This is represented in equations (10) and (11), which use the available energy capacity for charging and discharging to constrain hourly regulation capacity. The bid time interval \(\Delta t_{h}\) in this case is 1 hour. Further, every ISO has a minimum reserve quantity that a resource may bid, represented by \(R_{U}^{min}\) and \(R_{D}^{min}\). In CAISO, that quantity is 0.1 MW-h for ancillary service reserves.

Equation 5 defines the fleet charging level, which determines the baseline around which the resource provides regulation. As such, the scheduled charging baseline must be considered in determining available regulation capacities (e.g. Equations 8, 9, 10, and 11) and acts effectively as a capacity offset. For instance, scheduled charging \(P_{flt}(k)\) can be shed to increase up regulation capacity, whereas the same scheduled charging diminishes the available capacity to absorb energy via down regulation.

\[
f_{U}(h) \times R_{U,bid}(h) - f_{D}(h) \times R_{D,bid}(h) = \frac{1}{\Delta t_{h}} \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_{i}^{reg}(k), \forall k \in h \quad (14)
\]

Finally, the model takes into account the expected impact of participating in regulation to ensure the EV SOCs are not depleted, and that the resource maintains sufficient capacity when providing regulation for multiple continuous hours. To do this, the model requires hourly AGC utilization factors for up \(f_{U}(h)\) and down \(f_{D}(h)\) regulation, which estimate how much the resource will be exercised in each direction during each hour of reserve provision. Figure 1 is provided as an illustrative representation of these AGC factors for better understanding. It shows a generic AGC signal over an hour of reserve provision in both up and down regulation \((R_{U}^{h}, R_{D}^{h})\) that includes non-zero scheduled charging for the fleet \((P_{flt})\). In this example, the dimensionless AGC factors are calculated as the ratio of the shaded AGC dispatch energy over the total possible energy that could have been dispatched throughout the reserve provision period \((R_{U}^{h}, R_{D}^{h})\) multiplied by the one hour period).

To incorporate the AGC utilization factors in the model, the factor values are applied to their corresponding bids to estimated a net energy flow to or from the resource in each hour. For instance, in an hour where \(f_{U}(h) = 0.25\) and \(R_{U,bid}(h) = 100 \text{ kW}\), a net discharge of 25 kWh would be estimated for the hour. This net impact is then distributed among the fleet in the form power flows to or from individual EVs \(P_{i}^{reg}(k)\), which are linked to each EVs energy balance in Equation 4. Additional details on the application of the AGC utilization factors are provided in Section 3.4.

3 Scenario Design

Regulation bidding strategies and charging schedules generated by the model are dependent on the availability and energy requirements of the vehicles. They are also driven to a lesser
Figure 1: Visualization of the relationship between actual AGC signal and corresponding AGC utilization factors \(f_U(h), f_D(h)\). AGC signal is unknown during day-ahead optimization, so factors must be forecast from historic data or other sources.

extent by other inputs, such as the forecasted hourly regulation prices, AGC utilization, and building loads, as well as other, user defined model parameters such as the SOC penalty. The scenario analyses presented in this paper are used to evaluate the sensitivity of model outputs to several key input parameters. In these exercises, as individual parameter values are varied, the remaining parameters are held to their base case values, described in Section 3.1. Unless explicitly stated, the parameters of a scenario are given by the base case values, indicated in Table 1. Parametric analyses will be used to assess the impact of the following inputs:

- Hourly regulation prices
- Building load (peak day vs. non-peak day)
- SOC penalty cost
- AGC utilization factors
- Symmetric bidding constraints

3.1 Base Case Input Values

The base values of parameters for every scenario evaluated are presented in Table 1. All scenarios analysis exercises use the same EV fleet, described in Section 3.1.1. For each exercise 30 unique usage schedules as described in Section 3.1.2 are evaluated. Further, each exercise evaluates five regulation price profiles scenarios as described in Section 3.1.3. For three of the five scenario analysis exercises, these are the only variable parameters, resulting in 150 total runs per exercise. Exercises that examine SOC penalty and AGC utilization parameters each vary an additional parameter, resulting in 900 and 1200 total runs per exercise, respectively.

3.1.1 EV fleet composition

The EV fleet simulated in this investigation is similar to the fleet that is currently installed and under testing at L.A. Air Force Base as part of the demonstration project. It is composed of several vehicle types, including sedans, vans, trucks, and a shuttle bus, each with varied vehicle properties. In total, the simulated fleet has a total usable energy capacity of 591 kWh, a total maximum charging rate of 568 kW, and a total maximum discharge rate of 555 kW. The composition of the fleet and individual vehicle type properties are given in Table 2. Vehicles of the same type as assumed to be identical models, with properties defined to approximate real, currently available EV models. For all EVs, charging and discharging
efficiencies are assumed to be 0.92. In application, it is likely that usage and scheduling patterns would vary across vehicle types (e.g. the daily usage pattern of a shuttle bus would be distinct from that of a sedan). The simulated EV trips used in investigation do not take this into account, however, due to lack of sufficient usage data by vehicle type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vehicle type</th>
<th>number</th>
<th>usable capacity [kWh]</th>
<th>max charge rate [kW]</th>
<th>max discharge rate [kW]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sedan</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>truck</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shuttle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>555</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Summary of simulated EV fleet at L.A. Air Force Base

3.1.3 Regulations prices

Regulation prices should significantly impact optimization results and is the first parameter set explored in the scenario analysis. To analyze the impact of hourly regulation prices on bidding behavior, five price scenarios, as outlined in Table 3, have been modeled. The profiles are based on CAISO market clearing prices from summer 2012. The medium price
case is based on median values for weekday prices. The high price case is given by the 90th percentile of hourly prices, while the low price case is given by the 10th percentile of hourly prices. Because these statistics are taken from data for each hour independently, neither the high nor low price profile is likely to be representative of the variance of an actual day, but have been nonetheless selected for use here to illustrate how prices drive certain outcomes within the optimization model. Price profiles for each scenario are also given in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Hourly regulation price profiles derived from CAISO summer weekday 2012 data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>price scenario</th>
<th>up regulation</th>
<th>down regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Regulation price scenarios for parametric investigations. Hourly prices for each price level can be found in Figure 2

### 3.2 Building load

In the application of this model at LA Air Force Base, the cost of charging the EV fleet falls under a retail time-of-use tariff. Furthermore, for billing, EV charging is aggregated with building consumption. The billed consumption profile includes both direct EV charging as well as EV charging resulting from responses to AGC. Because down regulation likely involves increased charging, the model must take into account the potential additional costs due to regulation bidding, particularly as they relate to monthly power demand charges. As a consequence of this, the bidding strategy produced by the model will likely be substantially different when operating on a peak day (i.e. electricity consumption is at or near the peak for the billing cycle) versus a non-peak day. To capture this effect, the results of the regulation price scenarios are replicated for both a peak and non-peak day-type. In the non-peak scenarios, it is assumed that the model has already encountered a higher load day and has a uniform 200 kW buffer between expected building loads and previously encountered peak loads in all timesteps. As the base load profile is fixed within the problem, this simplified representation of a non-peak load is appropriately illustrative for demonstrating this application. In the peak-day scenario, this buffer is reduced to zero. Relative to the size of the fleet load, the size of the building load is high (approximately 2.9 MW). This presents the model with opportunities to charge EVs (on both peak and non-peak days) without incurring significant additional demand charges. The results of this will be seen in subsequent sections. The building load used in this investigation is shown in Figure 3 with the TOU demand periods also indicated. The shape of the building load profile will be important in determining the opportunities for low cost charging.
3.3 SOC Penalty

A natural consequence of deterministic optimization is that the vehicles will only buy exactly enough energy to meet their expected trip requirements and market participation. However, in reality the on-road vehicle consumption is uncertain. The SOC penalty, described in Equation 1a, is an incentive meant to drive higher states-of-charges in the fleet, which increases the tolerable margins for error in forecasting and operation and reduces risk of battery depletion during trips. SOC penalty $c_{SOC}$ is defined as dollars per percent empty usable capacity per hour. Because the penalty is imposed in percent units rather than energy units, it can be applied to large and small capacity EVs with comparable magnitude. To illustrate the sensitivity of the model to the SOC penalty, a range of values from $0 to $0.01 per % SOC per hour is modeled, while maintaining all other base case values as described in Table 1. The base case SOC penalty value (0.004$/% − hr$) has been selected based on iterative testing to elicit an adequately strong response by the model.

3.4 AGC utilization factor

AGC utilization factor is the forecasted usage of the resource during the regulation event. Factors are defined independently for up and down regulation for a given hour. It is expected that in an application, hourly utilization factors can be predicted with reasonable accuracy based on historical AGC for the same resource. These factors provide an estimate for how much a resource will be exercised in each direction when bidding and are an indirect measure of the cost of participating in regulation. To capture the model’s sensitivity to AGC utilization factor, eight scenarios have been modeled. Each of these scenarios has uniform AGC factors for a given direction throughout the day. In actuality, it is likely that the AGC factors derived from real data will be highly variable throughout a single day, as the need for either up or down regulation fluctuate. Model AGC factor scenarios are provided in Table 4. This exercise will evaluate each AGC scenario while maintaining all other base case values as described in Table 1.

Market rules effectively dictate that the sum of up and down AGC utilization factors for a given hour should be less than or equal to 1. To violate this, the resource would have to be exercised beyond the capacity it had bid. With this in mind, it should be noted that AGC scenario 4 violates the market rules, while scenarios 3, 5-8 all describe full utilization of the resource. While these values are unlikely to be encountered in a real market application, they are modeled here to investigate the model’s response to extreme cases of resource utilization in balanced or biased directions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGC scenario</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>AGC factor up</th>
<th>AGC factor down</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>no AGC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>balance low</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>balance medium</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>balance high</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>biased up</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>biased down</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>all up</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>all down</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: AGC utilization factor scenarios.

3.5 Bidding Symmetry

While some frequency regulation markets, such as in CAISO, allow resources to bid in regulation up and regulation down separately, many markets expect that regulation resources must provide their capacity symmetrically in both directions. To examine the impact of this constraint on bidding strategy and revenue from regulation, the base case inputs (Table 1) are reevaluated while constraining hourly regulation to be symmetric in up and down.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Base Scenario Results

The base case scenario run set is composed of 150 optimization results corresponding to the 30 EV fleet schedules and five regulation price scenarios described above. Figure 4 illustrates the impact of regulation price on hourly bidding behavior of the base case parameters by plotting the range of values in each hour for up regulation, down regulation, and energy bidding. In each of these plots, the solid line indicates the median hourly values for the runs within that subset. The colored shaded regions indicates the 25th to 75th percentile range, while the lighter shaded region indicates the maximum to minimum range of values.

As this figure illustrates, different regulation price scenarios drive significantly different bidding behaviors. Within any single price scenario, the range of bidding behaviors is not highly variable, particularly in hours when vehicle usage is low (e.g. early morning and late evening periods). The model appears to favor up regulation bidding, particularly during on-peak periods. The model also appears to avoid bidding down regulation above 200 kW during on-peak periods. Bidding above this value creates the potential to set new demand charges, which are significantly higher than revenue potentials from regulation. When up regulation prices are low (e.g. scenarios 1 and 5), the model reduces up bidding hours, particularly in the morning. It remains in the market for hours when up prices peak (13:00-18:00) in all price scenarios. For all price scenarios, the up regulation capacity between 11:00 and 12:00 appears to fall significantly. The precise reason for this depends on the interplay of input data and model constraints, but is likely driven by the confluence of a number of factors: (1) the loss of connected EV capacity as vehicles leave for midday trips, (2) relatively high tariff rates to replace energy lost due to up regulation discharging, (3) the risk of depleting SOC of EVs scheduled for afternoon trips, and (4) the opportunity cost of depleting resource SOC prior to afternoon and evening hours, where up regulation prices increase significantly.

For each individual optimization, the objective function is composed of a number of cost components. These include energy costs, demand costs, SOC penalty costs, and regulation revenue. Table 5 gives the mean values of the objective function components for each price scenarios. Due to the relatively larger variability in the prices for up regulation, the high

---

3 The total objective value includes fixed costs for building energy costs ($11,673). These have been removed to illustrate the impact on EV decision variables alone. The presence or absence of fixed costs from the model do
price scenarios in up regulation have a dramatic impact on total regulation revenue. Further, larger differentials between up and down regulation prices lead to larger energy purchases. This is likely due to the fact that the charging energy can be shed to provide additional up regulation capacity beyond the discharging capacity available in vehicle batteries. Additionally, scenarios with higher regulation revenue also have higher energy costs, indicating higher levels EV charging and discharging to position the resource for regulation and to satisfy expected AGC signals. However, regulation participation yields a net benefit to the objective, despite the higher energy costs. For scenarios where up regulation prices are high, the model is able to achieve net revenues from regulation versus energy and penalty costs. In general, the model must balance several competing incentives: maximizing regulation revenue, minimizing charging costs, and managing EV SOC to reduce SOC penalty costs. Given the interaction of these various strategies, the model can often achieve solutions with comparable total objectives, even when scenarios and inputs vary substantially.

4.2 Demand Charge Impact

Demand charges are a significant cost for commercial building owners. Because this particular resource is billed in combination with a larger facility load, the non-EV demand levels may have an impact on bidding behavior due to the potential for increased demand charges when total facility load is near the monthly peak. To investigate this impact, the above investigation has been replicated with the 200 kW load buffer removed. This simulates the impact of bidding during a peak-day, where tariff demand charges are expected to be set for the entire month during the simulated day.

The optimization results ensure that any vehicle charging or discharging does not impact

not impact the optimal values of the variables.
Table 5: Objective function components of daily costs and revenues - Regulation price scenarios for non-peak weekdays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>up regulation price scenario</th>
<th>down regulation price scenario</th>
<th>objective EV energy costs</th>
<th>EV demand costs</th>
<th>regulation revenue</th>
<th>SOC penalty costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>$-83.72</td>
<td>$75.48</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>$-65.22</td>
<td>$91.80</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>$27.19</td>
<td>$38.26</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$73.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>$60.94</td>
<td>$34.17</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$13.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>$34.88</td>
<td>$38.91</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$64.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Objective function components of daily costs and revenues - Regulation price scenarios for peak weekdays. Note: negative values indicate net revenue from EV charging and regulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>up regulation price scenario</th>
<th>down regulation price scenario</th>
<th>objective EV energy costs</th>
<th>EV demand costs</th>
<th>regulation revenue</th>
<th>SOC penalty costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>$-70.61</td>
<td>$74.55</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$206.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>$-52.45</td>
<td>$88.02</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$193.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>$31.24</td>
<td>$35.33</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$59.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>$61.49</td>
<td>$34.22</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$12.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>$36.36</td>
<td>$30.04</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$60.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the demand charge, as seen in both Tables 5 and 6. To accomplish this, the regulation bid quantities are generally reduced. Figure 5 illustrates the range of peak-day bidding behavior for each price scenarios. Compared with Figure 4, the change in up regulation and energy bids are minor. Conversely, down regulation bidding is diminished significantly, particularly during mid-peak and on-peak demand periods. During the hours of 8:00 to 15:00 no down regulation bids are submitted. Because down regulation is less lucrative in the price scenarios presented, the impact to regulation revenue is relatively small as shown in Table 6. Reductions in daily revenue range from $0.21 to $18, which typically comprise less that 10% of total daily regulation revenue in each scenario. As with the non-peak results, total objective values (Table 6) appear to be driven primarily by up regulation prices, and less so by down prices.

4.3 SOC Penalty

The model has an incentive to maintain a fleet average SOC significantly below 100%. This reserves capacity to participate in both up and down regulations simultaneously and thus maximize regulation revenue. Requirements of the fleet (i.e. trips) may push the SOC higher in daytime hours, but otherwise the optimal average SOC should be nearer to 50% depending on the price spread in regulation. In a deterministic optimization, the system is allowed to jeopardize the mobility of fleet users by minimizing the stored energy in EV batteries due to this incentive. The introduction of the SOC penalty changes this. By creating a penalty incurred when SOC is maintained below maximum, this penalty drives the model away from a near 50% SOC target. The SOC penalty is thus a useful way of reducing risk of battery depletion due to uncertainty in vehicle trip input data and reduce the risk of failure to provide mobility services.

The general impact of increasing the SOC penalty can be seen in Figure 6, which shows the average SOC profiles for each SOC penalty value investigated here. In all optimizations, the initial SOC for individual EVs is 0.5. The impact of the SOC penalty can be seen clearly in the initial time intervals, where the aggregate SOC rises sharply for the higher penalty.
scenarios. This behavior is consistent with the formulation of the penalty. Because SOC penalty costs accrue proportional with both empty capacity and duration, the model has an incentive to fill empty capacity early in the optimization horizon. Increases in the SOC penalty result in increased fleet average SOC.

The impact of the SOC penalty value on the regulation bidding strategies can be seen in Figures 7 and 8 for up and down, respectively. These “violin” plots simply show the distribution of all hourly regulation bids for each value of the SOC penalty. For up regulation, the bids appear to vary between 0 and 0.6 MW with the highest frequency of bids in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 MW. As the the SOC penalty increases in value, the peak at 0.3 MW falls, while bidding frequency at the extremes of the range appears to increase, particularly at 0 MW. The observed range of bidding does not appear to change substantially.

Down regulation bidding appears to be much more sensitive to the SOC penalty. As Figure 8 shows, increasing the penalty value reduces the range of observed down bids, while significantly increasing the frequency of 0 MW bids. As higher SOC penalty values increase the average SOC across all time intervals, the fleet has less empty capacity to apply to down regulation. Hourly energy bids do not appear to change substantially between SOC penalty scenarios, and have therefore been omitted. As Figure 6 shows, outside of the high charging during initial intervals, the shapes of the SOC profiles are largely similar, indicating comparable levels of charging and discharging.

Table 7 summarizes the impact to the optimization objective function from variable SOC penalty values. The relationship between the SOC penalty value and the total SOC penalty cost is clear: higher penalty values drive higher costs due to the increased vehicle charging and lower regulation revenues. However, the relationship between the penalty value and cost is non-linear, implying that the model becomes more responsive to reducing the penalty cost as the penalty value grows. Higher penalty values also drive lower regulation revenue, but again the relationship is not linear. In fact, the regulation revenue when the penalty is
Figure 6: Impact of SOC penalty value on fleet average SOC across all modeled usage and regulation price scenarios.

Figure 7: Distribution of all hourly up regulation bids by SOC Penalty value.

$0.002 is higher than when it is $0. From this peak, the total regulation revenue falls only 23% as the SOC penalty increases by 400%.

4.4 AGC Utilization Factor

As mentioned earlier, AGC utilization factor can be seen as corresponding to the cost of participating in either up or down regulation in a given hour. For up regulation, discharged energy will need to be replaced, either for future trips or to reduce SOC penalty costs. Additional charging from down regulation drives additional energy purchases which must be paid for under the retail tariff. In either case, higher utilization creates the potential for higher costs.

Bidding behaviors for each of the eight AGC scenarios are plotted in Figure 9. For AGC scenarios 1-4, the utilization of both up and down regulations is balanced. However, the relative benefits are potentially much different. The typical market prices of up regulation are significantly higher, as such the model engages in behaviors that favor bidding in the up direction. This is particularly true in the case where utilization is zero. Under this case, there is no energy impact from AGC, and so the model heavily favors the more lucrative up regulation. As utilization grows in scenarios 2-4, up regulation falls, and down regulation grows, and are closely balanced in the high usage scenario 4. This indicates that the model is driving towards bidding strategies that mitigate costly energy impacts from responding to AGC by bidding in a more symmetric fashion. In balanced usage scenarios, symmetric bidding reduces the adverse impact of AGC because energy lost to up regulation is replaced through down regulation within each hour.

For scenarios 5-8, AGC utilization are no longer balanced between up and down. In these
Table 7: Objective function components of daily costs and revenues - SOC penalty scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOC penalty [$/%-hr per EV]</th>
<th>objective costs</th>
<th>EV energy</th>
<th>EV demand costs</th>
<th>regulation revenue</th>
<th>SOC penalty costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$-104.55</td>
<td>$10.02</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$114.58</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>$-36.73</td>
<td>$48.06</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$121.29</td>
<td>$36.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>$-5.19</td>
<td>$55.73</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$117.33</td>
<td>$56.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>$21.15</td>
<td>$58.03</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$109.22</td>
<td>$72.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>$43.16</td>
<td>$65.97</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$101.97</td>
<td>$79.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>$61.60</td>
<td>$68.30</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$94.33</td>
<td>$87.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cases, the models tend to favor the lower utilized direction. In the fully biased scenarios (7,8) the model mostly elects to avoid the biased direction entirely. Without utilization of both directions the model has no mechanism to balance out the energy impacts. Of course, such level of bias over the course of an entire event day is unlikely to occur in a real-world application. In nearly all AGC scenarios, the model elects not to bid down regulation above 200 kW to avoid the potential for additional retail demand charges.

Table 8 provides a summary of average objective values for each of these scenarios. Overall, total regulation revenue appears to be correlated with lower AGC usage of up regulation, since up is the higher priced direction. Total objective values varying by approximately $100 between scenarios with comparable energy costs and SOC penalty costs.

4.5 Bid Symmetry

While the previous bidding range figures provide some insight into the relative tendency to bid up and down regulation, it obscures the symmetry or asymmetry of any given up/down bid pair. To shed light on this, scatter plots of hourly up and down regulation bid pairs have been made for each of the AGC scenarios discussed in section 4.4. These plots shown in Figure 10 illustrate the frequency and magnitude of asymmetry in the bids. In each subplot, a point represents a single hourly bid pair from each of the 150 optimizations per AGC scenario. The value of up regulation is given as the vertical position, while the down regulation is given by the horizontal position. To understand the influence of demand charges, which may reduce the model’s propensity to bid down regulation, subplots have been further divided by retail TOU period as indicated on the right of the figure.

In this figure, a symmetric bid will fall along the line x=y. As the figure illustrates, in many scenarios, bidding tends to be highly asymmetric. As scenarios progress from 1-4 with increasing, but balanced utilization, more bids tend to appear along the x=y line. However, bids off this line, and completely asymmetric bids (e.g. either up bid = 0 or down bid = 0) still appear frequently. For the unbalanced AGC scenarios (5-6) bidding is highly asymmetric and favors the lesser used direction. In the totally biased scenarios (7-8) bidding tends to be almost exclusively the unutilized direction.
Figure 9: Impact of AGC utilization factor scenarios on hourly regulation and energy bidding behaviors.
Table 8: Objective function components - Regulation price scenarios for peak weekdays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>up regulation usage factor</th>
<th>down regulation usage factor</th>
<th>objective EV energy costs</th>
<th>EV demand costs</th>
<th>regulation revenue</th>
<th>SOC penalty costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$-45.24</td>
<td>$44.43</td>
<td>$121.23</td>
<td>$31.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>$-5.19</td>
<td>$55.73</td>
<td>$117.33</td>
<td>$56.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>$15.05</td>
<td>$39.66</td>
<td>$88.60</td>
<td>$63.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>$16.06</td>
<td>$36.77</td>
<td>$84.07</td>
<td>$63.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>$43.22</td>
<td>$35.51</td>
<td>$50.68</td>
<td>$58.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>$-20.37</td>
<td>$44.34</td>
<td>$112.14</td>
<td>$47.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$52.33</td>
<td>$31.93</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$50.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-42.49</td>
<td>$44.69</td>
<td>$113.90</td>
<td>$31.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10: Symmetry of optimized hourly up and down regulation bids under various AGC usage scenarios indicates high asymmetry. Bids are also disaggregated by TOU period, indicated on the right.

In regulation markets where bidding and AGC impacts are not assured to be symmetric, it is clear that effective asymmetric bidding will be a key feature for a model to capture optimal regulation revenue. However, understanding and predicting AGC utilization factors is a critical prerequisite to accomplishing this. Bidding asymmetrically does present risks however, especially in cases where the AGC utilization factor cannot be accurately forecasted. In these cases, or when market rules dictate so, bidding may be constrained to be symmetric only.

To illustrate the impact of such a constraint, the base case inputs of section 4.1 are replicated with forced symmetric bidding in each hour. Objective values by price scenario are presented in Table 9\(^3\). Comparing these results with those from the base case (Table 5), there is a clear difference between total objective and total regulation revenue for the first two price scenarios. In these cases, up regulation prices are high. Because of the forced symmetry constraint, the model is unable to pursue higher up bidding, and therefore loses out on 20%-50% of the revenue opportunity if it were unconstrained. The difference is far lower in the scenarios where up regulation prices are more similar to down regulation prices.

Finally, to understand the general impact of peak-day conditions and forced symmetric bidding, the results of the base case, peak-day, and symmetric bidding exercises have been averaged for all regulation price scenarios in Table 10\(^3\). Examining this it is clear that forcing symmetric bidding has a more significant downward impact on regulation revenue
than bidding during a peak day, with average total daily revenue falling more than 27%
relative to the base case, versus a 9% drop for the peak day. The average total objective
for the symmetric case is comparable to the other cases however, implying that a forced-
symmetry fleet participates less in the market, but reduces its overall EV charging costs to
offset this loss in revenue.

Table 9: Objective function components of daily costs and revenues - Regulation price scenarios
for non-peak weekdays with forced bid symmetry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>up regulation price scenario</th>
<th>down regulation price scenario</th>
<th>objective</th>
<th>EV energy costs</th>
<th>EV demand costs</th>
<th>regulation revenue</th>
<th>SOC penalty costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>-49.32</td>
<td>43.23</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>176.75</td>
<td>84.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>42.28</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>107.58</td>
<td>72.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>32.39</td>
<td>41.86</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>74.45</td>
<td>64.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>67.93</td>
<td>40.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>32.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>43.99</td>
<td>41.38</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>61.65</td>
<td>64.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Objective function components of daily costs and revenues - average over all price
scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>scenario</th>
<th>objective</th>
<th>EV energy costs</th>
<th>EV demand costs</th>
<th>regulation revenue</th>
<th>SOC penalty costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>non-peak day</td>
<td>-5.19</td>
<td>55.73</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>117.33</td>
<td>56.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak day</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>54.34</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>106.58</td>
<td>53.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetric bids</td>
<td>20.49</td>
<td>41.76</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>84.99</td>
<td>63.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusion

This paper presents an overview and mathematical formulation of the day-ahead optimization
model being deployed at the Los Angeles Air Force Base Electric Vehicle Demonstration.
This optimization identifies economically optimal charging patterns and frequency regulation
bidding strategies for the approximately 30 bi-directional charging capable EVs in the
LAAFB EVD. It requires input data that include forecasts of CAISO market prices, building
load, and intended EV fleet trip requirements captured through the on-base fleet management
system.

The optimization model presented in this paper provides a practical deterministic approach
to optimization with the ability to be resilient to limited and uncertain data, and
supports smaller aggregation sizes than has been previously discussed in the literature. It
explicitly includes parameters to handle uncertainty in the energy requirements on the ve-
hicle batteries, both for mobility and inherent in the AGC commands from the CAISO.
These parameters allow users to tune the behavior of the model to better match real-world
conditions.

To assess the impact of these parameters on high level model behavior and resulting bid
strategy, a series of scenario analysis exercises are undertaken. These assess the impact of
hourly regulation prices, local load conditions, forced symmetry constraints for regulation
bids, SOC penalty values to reserve higher states-of-charge in vehicles, and predicted resource
utilization scenarios. The scenario analysis yielded the following insights:

- The model shows significant sensitivity to regulation price conditions, with large differ-
  entials between regulation up and down pricing causing the model to attempt to max-
imize its available capacity through energy purchases that effectively shift the baseline from which regulation up and down are provided.

- In all conditions, any increase in retail demand charges should be avoided due to their extremely high cost. This tends to lead to reduced regulation revenue as down regulation is entirely ignored at times that may result in increased demand charges.

- Overall fleet average SOC targets can be met by applying a small penalty for holding low SOC that has limited negative impact on the net cost of operation.

- The AGC Utilization parameter, or the expectation of energy charged/discharged while providing regulation reserve, had the most dramatic effects on both the quantity of regulation bidding offered and the degree of symmetry in the bids for up and down regulation.

- Enforcing regulation bidding symmetry significantly impacts the revenue opportunity in providing regulation when there is a large disparity between regulation up prices and regulation down prices, having as much as a 65% reduction in revenue.

Given the clear sensitivity of the bidding strategy and charging profiles to the predicted AGC utilization, future work will be focused on developing a stochastic optimization around these inputs. Additional focus will also be given to quantifying and incorporating expected costs of providing V2G services, namely those related to battery degradation. Ongoing work on this project also allows for the collection of valuable data related to both fleet operation and CAISO AGC instructions. Statistical analysis of these growing datasets will allow us to better understand this application, develop generalized insights for EV regulation participation, and modify our approach accordingly.
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